THE UNITED STATES ARMY cannot fight without contractors. On any given day, it has too many tasks and not enough troops. Those tasks come from various sources, including the White House, Congress, the joint staff, geographical combatant commanders, and an avalanche of plans, strategic commitments, and contingency requirements. While this mission load is not new, the Army and its sister services have increasingly relied on contractors to fill the gaps.

This reliance has become especially dramatic in combat zones, where contractors now provide American forces with everything from security, custodial, and food services to gravel, timber, and office supplies. In Afghanistan’s Logar Province, for example, one brigade combat team and its attached units rely on 154 contracting officer representatives (CORs) to manage over 300 service and supply contracts in support of American and Afghan forces. In addition, project purchasing officers within the brigade administer several dozen projects under the Commander’s Emergency Response Program (CERP).1

Peter Singer of the Brookings Institute has described the Pentagon’s increasing reliance on contractors as an “addiction.”2 Indeed, contractors now outnumber soldiers in harm’s way. As of December 2011, more than 100,000 Department of Defense contractors support U.S. military operations throughout Afghanistan, compared with 94,000 American troops.3 That the United States or its allies could continue their military efforts without the support of these contractors is hard to imagine, but the scope and expense of these contracts have attracted widespread scrutiny and fierce criticism in Congress and the media.4

This criticism has little impact on the tactical Army. In Afghanistan, field grade officers with little or no acquisition-related training routinely navigate myriad regulations and restrictions governing their use of available contract support. The Defense Acquisition University provides a number of online courses in acquisition, and the Army Logistics University offers a two-week
resident course on Operational Contract Support for nonacquisition personnel. Nevertheless, most commanders and staff officers receive little or no preparation for planning or managing this capability, aside from previous experience and word of mouth.

While the process of preparing, justifying, and managing contract support may be frustrating and time consuming, the following guidelines can make that process significantly less painful.

The planning and management of operational contract support is a command responsibility. In Afghanistan, commanders drive contract requirements. Done well, these “requirements packages” can take a great deal of time, effort, and attention to detail to prepare, submit, and execute. Once awarded, these contracts support our counterinsurgency effort by generating stability, employment, economic growth, and good will within local communities. Done poorly, these actions get rejected by higher headquarters, forcing staff officers to spend even more time and energy. Or they get approved and awarded without adequate review, wasting money on ill-defined projects or worse, indirectly funding criminal activities or enemy forces.5

Stay in your lane. Title 10 of the U.S. Code gives military commanders broad responsibility and authority for the training, discipline, and welfare of their assigned military subordinates. However, this command authority does not extend to contract employees. Those personnel provide goods and services under a contract with the U.S. government, and only a warranted contracting officer may initiate, modify, or terminate that contract.6 Commanders may not modify the conditions of an existing contract, and those who do risk incurring an “unauthorized commitment,” which can lead to financial penalties and even criminal charges. This is not to say that commanders have to endure unsatisfactory results from the vendors supporting their mission. They have several alternatives, which brings us to our next guideline.

Nominate the right people as CORs. Yes, being a COR is an additional duty, and there are only so many good people in an organization. Still, a unit’s effectiveness may well depend on the effectiveness of its contract support. The right people are those officers and noncommissioned officers (NCOs) with the ability and subject matter expertise to fulfill their obligations in managing the contract. Company commanders, first sergeants, and primary staff may be too busy, and brand new officers and NCOs may lack the necessary maturity or judgment. Nominees need the mandatory training (depending on theater guidance), valid appointment orders from the appropriate contracting officer, and a copy of the actual contract (which they should read). A background in civil engineering, construction, or generator maintenance is a bonus. These same guidelines apply to the project purchasing officers (PPOs) managing your unit’s CERP projects.7

Get the requirements package right. Poorly defined requirements lead to poorly written contracts. These give vendors too much discretion to deliver substandard goods and services that waste money and can lead to mission failure. Specific language, enforceable standards, accurate illustrations, and valid cost estimates avoid these problems. Your local contracting officers can help by sharing examples of what has worked in the past, highlighting the required ingredients for your requirement package, and synchronizing operational and contracting timelines. They won’t do the work for you, nor should they. Nobody knows your contract requirements better than you do. If you can’t explain your requirements, good luck justifying them to your boss.8

Plan ahead. If your unit is deploying next year, it will need CORs and PPOs. Identify and train them.9 If you are replacing another unit,
you will probably inherit their contracts. Identify these existing and pending contracts during your predeployment site survey, especially any contracts that will expire or need extensions prior to your arrival. If the next phase of your operation requires base life support, helicopter landing areas, local reconstruction projects, or some other type of contract support, start developing those requirement packages now. Acquisition review boards generally have more requirements than funds, and the priority of your requirement depends on its validity, urgency, and cost. The sooner you start identifying these, the better your chances of timely approval.10

Help is Available

In an effort to better educate leaders on the basics of operational contract support, the Army has developed a series of manuals, training aids, and web-based tools. Most of these are available at the following website, hosted by the Assistant Secretary of the Army for Acquisition, Logistics, and Technology: https://www.us.army.mil/suite/page/659589. ATTP 4-10, Operational Contract Support, provides doctrinal guidance, and the recently updated Army Regulation 715-9, Operational Contract Support Planning and Management, contains the latest regulatory guidance on this topic.11

The Army’s heavy reliance on contractors represents a significant change in the American way of war. The next deployment will probably depend on field grade officers to anticipate, define, coordinate, and manage contract requirements. Moreover, these requirements will probably generate more than their fair share of headaches. However, with patience and common sense, the Army will use contract support to accomplish the next mission and win the next war. MR
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